
























 
Canada Council Grant Application for After Eden 
 
 
Introduction 
After Eden will be a thirty minute experimental documentary-shot, hand processed, and optically 
printed during a ten year period living and wandering about the cities of North America. It’s a 
travelogue diary—of stories told through the irony, paradox and, at times, the savage 
dislocation that exists within the urban landscape of the late twentieth century. 
 
Photographed primarily on super-8 black and white film, I blew up the images to 16mm and have 
edited the material to a fine cut. I have also been collaborating with a sound designer and have 
assembled audio tracks for several sequences. As I cannot afford to finish the film, I am 
requesting from the Canada Council enough for a sound mix, an optical sound negative, an 
internegative of a short sequence whose negative was lost four years ago and an answer print. 
 
Background 
After Eden was born several years ago during an over-night bus trip from L.A. to San Francisco. 
Sitting next to a disillusioned young German traveller I listened to the story of how he had 
been mugged twice during his first week in America-how he had saved for months in order to visit 
a friend he’d made during a stint at a foster home in Berlin. He arrived to find his companion 
living in a slum... driving a cab to survive and decided after having most of his money ripped 
off to go to San Francisco... to ‘escape’. We stepped off the bus into a wall of early August 
heat and humidity... I took him for breakfast and we wandered around aimlessly looking for a 
motel or hostel that he could afford. Our walkabout took us through some districts of abject 
povert ��y.Alcoholism.... homelessness... destitution... stench... a savage contrast to the bucolic 
neighbourhoods a block or two over. We found a room for $15 bucks... a view onto a construction 
site... it reeked of urine in the hallway... a fat fly clung to his window. It was the first 
image that rang as a metaphor for the sadness I felt for this traveller.... and for the 
alienation I’d experienced during my own journey through the wastelands of North American urban 
space. I had been shooting super-8 film as a personal diary whenever I travelled... New York, 
Toronto, Vancouver, Las Vegas, L.A., San Francisco, Montreal... and had amassed several rolls of 
thematically and photographically consistent imagery but this was the first experience that 
galvanized the material together... coherently... as a film.           
 
H ��aving to catch the bus north to Vancouver, I left Christian there in that squalid room to meet 
what uncertain fate awaited him. I walked out into the street to find a whirling scrum of 
pigeons... one of them had been injured and the rest were furiously pecking at its’ head... 
trying to put it out of it’s misery. I cried that night as I wrote him a postcard, somehow 
knowing that I’d never hear from him again.  
 
I’ve carried these visions around for years... blown them up to 16mm... organized them... re-
organized and re-organized them over again and have arrived at a structure that echoes the acute 
social dislocation that resides within much of the urban tableau. It is a poem dedicated to all 
those who face the brutal contrasts... the ironic absurdities of wealth and poverty that exist 
each day as we go about our lives in the city. 
 
Style/Technique 
The film is a journey in five sections. The prologue “leaving home” is a whispered old German 
fairy tale... recounted as a grandmother would to a child at bedtime... of a young man forced 
from his family farm after it is ravaged by a severe winter storm. With his parents dead and the 
farm rendered barren, he sets off alone towards a mythical city to seek his fortune. An English 
translation of the voice-over is presented visually as text. 
 
The story sets the tone for the rest of the film… quiet, meditative... observing the world from 
a distant point of view. The entire fi ���lm was shot in first person... hand held with a super-8 
camera. By using black and white stock and hand processing it all, the world of the film was 
rendered as if it were from another age. On some other planet. The slow movement of the camera 



over deserted urban landscapes... shimmering, dancing grain... was accentuated through the 
process of blowing the original material up frame by frame to 16mm on the optical printer.  
 
There are very few ‘subjects’ in the film. A three legged dog, a crippled bird... by and large 
the spaces are conspicuously empty. The only two people we spend any time with are a drug addled 
prostitute cruising the corner beneath my East Vancouver window and a mentally disturbed man who 
was a fixture on the sidewalk across from my apartment in Montreal. They appear in a section 
entitled “Adam and Eve”...  tragic vignettes of what may have become of our biblical parents 
after they were cast out from the garden. (an excerpt of this section is included with the 
support material).  
 
There is no synchronous sound in the film. Like the images the audio track is to be assembled 
from bits and pieces I’ve recorded or found over the years. Train rhythms from between cars... 
the scraping, clicking noise of drunk or drugged out high heels against concrete that has 
awakened me at 4 a.m... travel recollections I’ve narrated in bathtubs... exhausted after weeks 
on location in remote areas while working on ridiculously over-budgeted american features. Also 
included are se ��lections from records (lp’s) I’ve picked up while on the road. A sermon by a 
Scottish minister entitled “Christ and the City” about how Christ fell down and wept at his 
first sight of Jerusalem while other rejoiced and made merry. How he saw ‘the fleeting 
impermanence of it all...’ how the city, like all things would yield to time and be reduced to 
rubble. Another key track will be taken from an album entitled “I am Lucifer” that I found at a 
garage sale at a dusty crossroads town in the New Mexican desert.. ��. the harrowing exorcism of a 
woman by a Baptist preacher under a bible tent somewhere in Texas. These two elements relate 
directly to the theme of searching. Trying to find faith within the spiritually bankrupt context 
of contemporary urban space. 
 
The spoken word tracks will be layered at various points with songs from old found albums-
country yodelling, chanting, opera, pop... as well as with ambient sounds that echo the themes 
of loneliness and dislocation... and a yearning desire to find home.  
 
As far as references to the tradition I am working in, I see Jack Chambers’ Hart of London, the 
diary films of Jonas Mekas, Larry Gottheim’s Fog Line... Arthur Lipsett’s 21-87, Very Nice, Very 
Nice, Freefall... Brakhage’s The Act of Seeing With One’s Own Eyes... all have had some impact 
on the way in which I perceive the world... interpret the world... represent the world...  
 
 
 
 


